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RUST BULLET - SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN TECHNOLOGY
Welcome to RustBullet.com here we will present to you the world’s most superior rust prevention material, Rust Bullet. We carried out technical comparison
testing against the six main ingredients that most all rust prevention products contain using certified autonomous laboratories in line with the standards of the
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) and hence the conclusion. Rust Bullet offers exceptional abrasion resistance and is nearly impossible to
scratch, making it excellent for suspension components, and being a one step two-application product, it is simple to use. Rust Bullet is a hassle-free one step
process and offers you trouble-free application. Unlike other products, little or no preparation is required to prepare the metal surface. Rust Bullet can even
be applied on a rusty metal surface that is cleaned with just soap and water due to Rust Bullet’s superior adhesion characteristics. Rust Bullet leaves you a
permanent impression of its rust killing abilities.  

Be it spring-summer or fall-winter, this rust corrosion prevention material provides tough weather resistance in all climates even in salt water. Owing to
advanced engineering these quality top coats remain an option to you and not a compulsion. Apply Rust Bullet on metal roofs, use it as a concrete coating for
strength and durability or use the indoor clear Rust Bullet as a protective floor coating, it is not labor intensive and does not contain zinc, chromates, acids
and any heavy metals. As a result of which Rust Bullet is user friendly and requires very little maintenance. To prove our supremacy we started a program to
test Rust Bullet in different environmental conditions. A series of top class tests were conducted at National Testing Standards, Inc. These tests facilitated a
majority of adverse environments, from hot to cold and humid to dry the tests where compared with other market leaders in this category and the unbiased
results showed Rust Bullet had won the race by a mile making it the best rust corrosion prevention product available on the international market place.

In pursuit of further excellence we conducted the same ordeals at Q-Labs Weathering Research Center performing identical tests. We selected Q-Labs
Weathering Research Center because it manufactures and provides test panels and many of the weather testing apparatus used around the globe to date. Our
superiority in this environment was predictable this time too. Today, Rust Bullet is a world leader in rust corrosion prevention. Our scientifically patented
technology makes us the choice of success.

 


